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A man takes rest at a children’s park at Teku, Kathmandu on Friday. 
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antipur Publications completes its 29 years and turns 30 today. On the 
occasion of  the Publication’s 29th anniversary, I would like to extend 
my heartfelt wishes to all our readers, well-wishers and associates. 

In the post-1990 era of  liberalisation, Kantipur was established as an 
attempt to lay a strong foundation of  professional journalism. This 

journey is completing its three decades. We’ve come a long way since, and over 
the years we have encountered multiple crises, issues and accomplishments. 
Overcoming obstacles as we move ahead has become our trait which perhaps 
fuels our pursuit of  journalism without fear and favour.

In the last two years, just like the world, we have been facing a multi-pronged 
crisis in the wake of  Covid-19 pandemic. Here’s hoping that the Omicron variant 
of  the coronavirus is the beginning of  an end of  the pandemic and we commit 
ourselves to moving ahead with more vigour than ever before. I would like to 
express my gratitude to all my colleagues at Kantipur Publications for fulfilling 
their responsibilities despite unusual circumstances brought by the pandemic. 
We are also indebted to all our well-wishers for their relentless support, assis-
tance and encouragement during these difficult times. During this period, we’ve 
learnt how to navigate the pandemic. This experience, we believe, will help us 
soar to new heights. But whatever challenges may come our way, we remain com-
mitted to the values and principles of  journalism.

Moving with the times, we continue to adopt and incorporate new technologi-
cal innovations across all our mass media channels. We’ve upgraded our mechan-
ical press operations and equipment for a state of  the art printing press. We have 
revamped our digital platforms to ensure that latest and reliable news updates are 
available round the clock for our tech savvy readers who are increasingly switch-
ing to handheld devices. This is but a start of  how we would like to adopt emerg-
ing technologies as we move ahead.

We adhere firmly to democracy, rule of  law and constitutional values and prin-
ciples. When there were two attempts to dissolve the House of  Representatives 
and misinterpret the constitution, we made our stance clear and stood firmly 
against it. The Supreme Court aptly resolved the cases. But once again, we find 
ourselves divided as a nation over a foreign grant project. We expect that the 
responsible political parties will end this stalemate and come to a logical conclu-
sion at the earliest to resolve the social confrontations. 

Lastly, I would like to convey my best wishes to colleagues, readers, distribu-
tors, advertisers and advertising agencies, supporters and well-wishers on the 
occasion of  this major milestone.

Thank you.

Kailash Sirohiya
Chairman and Managing Director
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ANIL GIRI
KATHMANDU, FEB 18

Prime Minister Sher Bahadur Deuba 
appears to have fallen between two 
stools.

He is under pressure to move the 
Millennium Challenge Corporation-
Nepal Compact from Parliament. Any 
move to table the compact could lead 
to breakdown of  his coalition. He, 
however, won’t be able to table the 
compact by keeping the coalition 
intact, as his partners, particularly 
the Communist Party of  Nepal 
(Maoist Centre) and the CPN (Unified 
Socialist), are dead against the US 
grant’s ratification.

Of  the multiple options Deuba 
explores, one is joining hands with the 
CPN-UML to get the compact ratified. 
That, however, also comes with a risk. 
His coalition may break and the 
Maoist Centre could forge an electoral 
alliance with the UML, like in 2017 
when the prime minister’s party, the 
Nepali Congress, faced a defeat.

In order to seek consensus on MCC 
tabling, Deuba has been holding meet-
ings with the coalition partners 
almost every day. After failing to 
arrive at a conclusion on Thursday, 
the coalition partners met on Friday 

as well, but the meeting ended without 
any decision. The next meeting has 
been scheduled for Sunday. 

A senior Nepali Congress leader 
said some leaders within his party are 
putting pressure on Deuba to find 
such a way that the MCC can be tabled 
while keeping the alliance intact. 
Maintaining the alliance will give the 
Congress a better chance to emerge as 
the single largest party in the upcom-
ing elections which will ensure 
Deuba’s return as prime minister 

again, according to the leader. 
“So Deuba is not going to take the 

risk of  breaking the alliance and  
joining hands with the UML,” the 
leader told the post.

After Thursday’s coalition meeting 
ended inconclusively, Deuba went to 
meet Oli in Balkot. In the meeting, Oli 
clearly said that once he will termi-
nate his ties with his ruling partners, 
UML will support Deuba’s govern-
ment and there is possibility of  coop-
eration between Nepali Congress and 
UML, according to two UML leaders. 

Oli on Friday morning briefed  
some UML leaders about his meeting 
with Deuba. A senior UML leader, who 
is familiar with the meeting of  the two 
leaders, told the Post that Oli’s mes-
sage to Deuba was that as long as the 
prime minister sets his feet on two 
boats, he will continue to be in a crisis.

“Our party has a clear position. 
Until the alliance remains, there is no 
chance of  cooperation,” Oli told 
Deuba, according to the leader. “If  you 
[Deuba] terminate your partnership 
with your partners, then UML will 
lend its support in lifting  House 
obstructions, ratifying the MCC com-
pact and reaching a power-sharing 
deal with the Nepali Congress.” 
 >> Continued on page 2

BINOD GHIMIRE
KATHMANDU, FEB 18

The country has witnessed three revo-
lutions for democracy in the past 
seven decades. The first was in 1950 

when the people revolted to end the 
century-long autocratic Rana regime. 
The long protest of  the people paid off  
when the country ushered in democ-
racy in 1951.

It, however, was short-lived as King 

Mahendra hijacked it through a roy-
al-military coup in 1960. He took direct 
control of  the executive authority 
from the leaders who were elected for 
the first time by the people. It took 30 
years to end the rule of  the Palace 
until the Nepali people in 1990 
launched a decisive protest to restore 
democracy in the country.

The country adopted a multi-party 
democracy with constitutional monar-
chy. Freedom of  speech, right to equal-
ity and other civil and political rights 
were enshrined in the 1990 constitu-
tion. That, however, didn’t get trans-
lated into actions, fully. The parties 
elected to power failed to live up to the 
expectations of  the people. They were 
more focused on petty partisan inter-
ests and leaders paid little attention to 
people and their concerns who yearned 
for development and prosperity. 

Six years into democracy, the 
Communist Party of  Nepal-Maoist 
waged an armed struggle against the 
state which it said was to establish the 
“rule of  the people.” 

>> Continued on page 2

Caught between ruling coalition 
and MCC, Deuba feels the heat

Nepal’s democracy revolutions,  
and achievements and failures

Prime Minister Sher Bahadur Deuba wants to ratify the US grant, but doing so  
comes with the risk of breaking the five-party alliance. His choices are limited.

As the country celebrates democracy, observers see some gains, some hollow promises.
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Democracy can be strengthened only when the people are empowered.
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A pedestrian lowers his head to avoid bumping against a tree trunk overhanging a pavement at New Road in downtown Kathmandu, Friday. 

Civil Aviation Authority of Nepal
Air Transport Capacity Enhancement Project

Sinamangal, Kathmandu

Notice of Intention for Award of Contract
February 19, 2022

This is to notify you of our intention to award the following contracts under SASEC Airport Capacity Enhancement 
Project (ADB Loan no. L4005-NEP-COL). You have seven (7) days from the date of this notification to (i) 
request for a debriefing in relation to the evaluation of your Bid; and/or (ii) submit a bidding-related complaint 
in relation to the intention for award of contract, in accordance with the procedures specified in ITB 46.1. The 
summary of the evaluation are as follows:
1. OCB-01/ACE-SDP/TIA/2020: Extension of Parallel Taxiway to connect Runway 02 end at TIA and 

Associated Works

Name of 
Bidder:          

None of the bidders are eligible to award the contract. Hence the bid for this package will be 
re-invited.

2. OCB-02/ACE-SDP/TIA/2020: Hangar Area Development at Eastside of Runway at TIA and Associated 
Works

Name of Bidder: AVIC-KDN Airport Engineering Co. Ltd. and China Civil Engineering 
Construction Corporation JV

Address: No.4, Beifengwo Road, Haidan District, Beijing, China
Contract Price: Local Currency: NRs. 4,510,680,130.64 (inclusive of VAT & PS)
Duration of Contract: 1095 days from date of commencement of the Contract.
Scope of the Contract Awarded: Hangar apron pavements in front of hangars, taxiways to the aprons, roads, etc.
Amount Performance Security 
Required:

USD 2,412,595/- and, 
NRs. 282,683,757/-

Project Director

>> CoNtiNued FRom pAge 1

On the MCC compact, according to the 
leader, Oli clearly told Deuba that the 
UML is not for sending the American 
grant back as it was his government 
that registered it in the House. 

Oli is learnt to have told Deuba that 
it was his government that registered 
the MCC compact in Parliament but 
failed to table it for ratification largely 
because of  those whom the Congress 
president is currently rubbing shoul-
ders with. 

“Until they are your coalition part-
ners, you cannot move the MCC  
compact forward. But if  you want to 
get it through the Parliament,  
you have to sever ties with your part-
ners,” said Oli, according to the leader. 
“We are clear that MCC is a develop-
mental project and we are in favor of  
its passage.”

For Deuba, the situation, however, 
does not seem favourable. The 
Americans have already set a 
February 28 deadline for the compact 
ratification, saying it was Deuba and 
his coalition partner who set the time 
frame. His coalition partners have 
increasingly made their stance tough-
er on MCC. 

During Friday’s meeting, the Maoist 
Centre and the CPN (Unified Socialist) 
continued to maintain their position 
against the compact. 

“The prime minister has just two 
options left… either to save his alli-
ance or to ratify MCC,” said Shashank 
Koirala, a senior Congress leader and 
former general secretary of  the party. 
“He needs to take a call.”

Friday’s meeting was deferred until 
Sunday after the CPN (Unified 
Socialist) chair Madhav Kumar Nepal 
sought one more day to discuss MCC 
in his party.

If  the alliance breaks down, Madhav 
Nepal’s party will be the one to be in a 
tight spot. While Dahal still sees a 
chance of  joining hands with the 
UML, Oli is unlikely to have a change 
of  heart for Nepal. 

It was Dahal and Nepal who had 
upped the ante against Oli in the then 
Nepal Communist Party (NCP), which 
was formed after a merger between 
the UML and the Maoist Centre. At 
one point, the two leaders had driven 
Oli into a corner, almost putting him 
on the brink of  losing the post of  
prime minister. 

The NCP was invalidated in March 
last year by the Supreme Court. While 
Dahal got his Maoist party back, 
Nepal was left with no option than to 
remain under Oli in the UML after 
months long struggle and following 
the UML’s decision to expel Nepal and 
13 other lawmakers, they decided to 
sever ties with the mother party and 
form the CPN (Unified Socialist) in 
August.

The CPN (Unified Socialist)  
has called a meeting of  its Standing 
Committee to discuss the MCC  
compact and make an official position 
on it. 

“Chairman Nepal is under increas-
ing pressure from inside the party,” 
said a leader. “Those lawmakers who 
are in the government and some oth-
ers are in favour of  ratifying the 
MCC.” 

Four ministers from Nepal’s party 
in the government on Thursday joint-

ly met with Prime Minister Deuba and 
assured that they will vote in favour 
of  the MCC compact if  it is tabled in 
Parliament. 

Minister for Urban Development 
Ram Kumari Jhakri, Health Minister 
Birodh Khatiwada, Minister for 
Labour and Employment Kishan 
Kumar Shrestha and Tourism 
Minister Prem Kumar Ale jointly met 
with the prime minister, according to 
a minister. 

“My position as Cabinet member is 
no different than that of  the prime 
minister,” said Minister for Urban 
Development, Jhakri who represents 
the CPN (Unified Socialist). “MCC  
is the commitment made by the  
nation and the prime minister is say-
ing that we should fulfill the signed 
obligation. As a member of  the 
Cabinet, I am with the prime minister 
and we should refrain from creating 
unnecessary trouble from projects 
like MCC.” 

Jhala Nath Khanal, a senior leader 
of  the CPN (Unified Socialist) and 
former prime minister, however, said 
that the MCC compact cannot be 
tabled unless its some provisions are 
amended. The United States has 
repeatedly ruled out any amendments 
at this time. 

“It is just a contract agreement so it 
cannot be ratified from the House 
under the provision of  ratifying trea-
ties,” Khanal told reporters. “The 
MCC compact cannot be tabled in the 

House as per the old treaty act so we 
have to amend the treaty act. Second, 
there is an obstruction in the House 
by the UML. It should be lifted first to 
discuss whether the MCC should be 
tabled in the House or not.”

There is a general understanding 
among some CPN (Unified Socialist) 
leaders that half  of  the lawmakers 
would vote in favour of  the MCC com-
pact if  a whip is not issued. The party 
has 23 lawmakers in the House. 

“We have hardliners like former 
prime minister Khanal and General 
Secretary Beduram Bhusal,” said a 
CPN (Unified Socialist) leader. “Pro-
MCC leaders are in the minority in 
our party.”

Deuba’s key coalition partner, the 
Maoist Centre, however, has a unified 
voice and that is against the compact. 

“Our position is clear and it is not 
going to change,” a senior leader said. 

More than the CPN (Unified 
Socialist), Deuba is concerned about 
the Maoist Centre. 

Koirala, the Congress leader, said 
time has come for the prime minister 
to make a decisive move. 

“It has become obvious now. If  we 
table and ratify the MCC, definitely 
the coalition will definitely break 
down. If  we want to continue the coa-
lition, let’s drop MCC,” Koirala told 
the Post. “You cannot have your cake 
and eat it too. We need to pick one 
option. The prime minister needs to 
pick the best option.”

Caught between ruling coalition  
and MCC, Deuba feels the heat

Nepal’s democracy revolutions, and...
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The non-performance of  the main-
stream political parties fueled the 
Maoist movement. As the country fell 
into deep uncertainties, King 
Gyanendra, following the path of  his 
father, usurped power in 2005. He sab-
otaged the democratic institutions 
which prompted political parties, 
including the Maoists, and the  
people from different walks of  life to 
unite together against Gyanedra’s 
absolute rule.  

That movement against Gyanedra 
in 2006 lasted 19 days. Gyanedra final-
ly capitulated. People’s power pre-
vailed. Multiparty democracy was 
restored. The ground for turning 
Nepal into a federal republic was also 
created. The 2006 revolution also gave 
rise to the identity movement. The 
Madhes uprising in 2007, which took 
place on the foundation laid by the 
2006 movement, prompted the country 
to become federal. 

The country became a republic, the 
Hindu kingdom turned into a secular 
nation and transitioned into a federal 
set-up abandoning the decades long 
centralised system of  governance. It is 
the contribution of  the 2006 revolution 
that the country adopted the princi-
ples of  inclusion in the state machin-
ery though much needs to be done for 
them to be institutionalised. Political 
analysts say the major achievement of  
the different revolutions is the shift in 
the political system. 

“There have been paradigm chang-
es in the political system. However, it 
hasn’t yielded expected results,” 
Rajendra Maharjan, a political ana-
lyst, told the Post. “It is because the 
same old faces continued to be in 
power despite changes in the political 
system.” 

In his view, the same “dirty poli-
tics” that was dominant after the 1990 

people’s revolution continues even to 
this day as the political behaviour and 
political culture of  the parties remain 
the same. Democratisation of  the 
existing parties and their leadership 
is a major challenge at present. 

Analysts say despite contributions 
of  the people from different communi-
ties in democratic movements in the 
country, there couldn’t be economic 
and cultural transformations. The 
marginalised communities continue 
to suffer economically and culturally. 
A large number of  the people from the 
Dalit community, for instance, still 
don’t possess land, say analysts. 

“Inequality is rife. Only a certain 
section is enjoying state benefits,” 
Daman Nath Dhungana, a former 
Speaker and a civil society member, 
told the Post. “Our leaders do not have 
any agenda for development. Nor are 
they committed to addressing the con-
cerns of  the people, especially those 
from the marginalised communities 
that have suffered oppression for 
long.” 

Dhungana says the political trans-
formation alone makes no sense 
unless every section of  society feels 
that there is the state for the people to 
look after them.  

The Constitution of  Nepal promul-
gated in 2015 envisions an inclusive 
state. Article 42 states that representa-
tion in the state machinery should be 
based on the principles of  inclusion. 
However, other than specified in the 
constitution and laws, the government 
and parties have always been hesitant 
in ensuring representation of  women 
and other communities. Neither the 
Cabinet nor the constitutional and 
ambassadorial nominations, for 
instance, are inclusive. 

According to experts, democracy 
can be strengthened only when the 
people are empowered. 

“However, least has been done to 
empower the people as the parties 
have been constantly bickering for 
power,” Meena Vaidya Malla, a former 
professor of  political science at the 
Tribhuvan University, told the Post. 
“History has provided several oppor-
tunities for the parties to perform but 
they have failed miserably.” 

She says had the parties been com-
mitted to the country and the people, a 
lot could have been achieved after 1990 
and 2006.  

Observers say even though the 
country has gone through different 
revolutions and embraced different 
political systems, political parties are 
still unclear on what kind of  security 
policy and foreign policy the country 
should adopt. “This is necessary 
because oftentimes external politics 
gets intertwined with domestic poli-
cies,” said Dhungana. 

Some political experts believe there 
is a need for yet another revolution in 
the country as dissatisfaction among 
the people is rising. 

Maharjan says discontent is brew-
ing in society, but how and when it 
will erupt is difficult to predict. 

“All the revolutions so far have been 
political. I believe the country is wait-
ing for an economic or cultural revolu-
tion,” he said. “A new revolt is inevita-
ble as only a certain section has bene-
fitted from the changes so far.” 

Dhunanga also says a new revolu-
tion may happen but he says that is 
not possible in the near future. 
According to him, no alternative force 
has emerged to pose a challenge to the 
existing parties.

“The existing parties aren’t chang-
ing because there is no powerful force 
to challenge them,” he said. “I think 
the country will continue to move 
ahead in the same fashion as it has 
been, at least for a while.”

Transmission line project 
fell dozens of sal trees 
without permission
As per the law, infrastructure projects needs to buy land and plant  
25 saplings for each tree felled and hand them over to government.
DILLI RAM KHATIWADA
UDAYAPUR, FEB 18

Twenty-four sal trees have been felled illegal-
ly in the Kamala Namuna Community forest 
in Khoksa of  Katari Municipality-2 in the 
Chure area by the Solu Corridor Transmission 
Line Project.

The project had sought permission from 
the District Forest Office, Udayapur just to cut 
the branches of  the trees saying they touched 
the power cables. But the project later felled 
the trees without taking permission from the 
forest authorities, according to locals.

The Solu Corridor Transmission Line 
Project is a priority project of  the government 
and earlier, the project had cut down about 560 
trees with the permission of  the forest author-
ities including the community forest.

According to Chandra Bahadur Karki, 
vice-chairman of  the forest users’ committee, 
the project illegally cut down green trees 
without informing the users. Earlier, the pro-
ject had been given permission to fell 560 
trees. As per the government rule, a project 
has to plant 25 tree saplings per tree felled. 

Tulasi Bhattarai, a member of  the forest 
user group, said that the trees were felled ille-
gally in collusion with forest officials. “It is 
mandatory to seek permission from the forest 
office along with proper reasons and paper-
work before cutting down any tree, but they 
have chopped the trees without completing 
the process,” said Bhattarai. He also said that 
forest users have to take permission even to 
collect firewood but the project is breaching 
the rules by calling itself  a priority project.

According to Janardan Gautam, chief  of  
the transmission line project, they do not 

need to seek permission all the time from the 
forest office to cut down trees that fall under 
the jurisdiction of  the project. Workers were 
sent to cut the branches but it was next to 
impossible to do that so they felled the trees 
instead. “Trees under the jurisdiction of  the 
project were cut down and later we paid the 
penalties,” said Gautam.

Bindeshwar Shah, Assistant Forest Officer, 
at the Belsrot Sub-Divisional Forest Office, 
said no trees should be felled without permis-
sion of  his office. But last time the corridor 
transmission line project had felled trees 
without permission from the Forest Office 
and was fined.

Meanwhile, Phanindra Pokharel, division 
forest officer at the Division Forest Office, 
Triveni Katari, said that the transmission 
line project’s two workers and three tractors 
have been detained for cutting down trees 
illegally.

 “The project cut the branches of  several 
trees while testing the power transmission 
line. The team sent to cut the branches has 
felled 24 green trees including a big one. And 
the project has paid a fine of  Rs 111,000 as per 
the law,” said Pokharel.

Division Forest Officer Pokharel said that 
as per the law, the project needs to buy land 
and plant 25 tree saplings for each tree felled, 
but the project has not done so.

As per an agreement between the transmis-
sion line project and the Department of  Forest 
and Soil Conservation, the project has to plant 
a total of  206,800 saplings for 8,272 trees it had 
decided to fell. The saplings have to be con-
served for five years and handed over to the 
Division Forest Office of  Triveni, Katari 
Municipality, Udayapur.

Post Photo:  hemAntA shResthA

Sister organisations of the ruling CpN (maoist Centre) and CpN (unified Socialist) burn tyres 
near the parliament building at New Baneshwar to protest against a government plan to table 
a $500 million uS grant agreement in parliament for ratification, Friday.
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US Embassy takes to social 
media to dispel MCC rumours
There have been a number of videos on YouTube awash with disinformation  
on the MCC compact, calling it an American ploy to ‘trap’ Nepal.
SHUVAM DHUNGANA
KATHMANDU, FEB 18

After at least two interviews by 
American officials to the Post and 
separate calls to top leaders of  
Nepal by an US assistant secretary 
from the Department State, the 
debate over the Millennium 
Challenge Corporation-Nepal 
Compact has heated up in Nepal.

As the government prepared to 
table the $500 million US grant in 
Parliament, protests erupted with 
police resorting to using tear gas 
and water cannons to disperse the 
crowds. There have been a number 
of  videos on YouTube awash with 
disinformation on the MCC com-
pact, calling it an American ploy 
to “trap” Nepal. 

The United States has time and 
again tried to clarify that the MCC 
compact is purely a grant assis-
tance that it is extending to Nepal 
in honour of  its long-standing 
relations with the only objective 
of  helping plug the gap in electric-
ity supply, and improving roads. 

The US has also for long raised 
its concerns about the spread of  
disinformation in Nepal on vari-
ous platforms like social media 
and YouTube channels about the 
MCC compact.

After the phone conversations 
by Donald Lu, US assistant secre-
tary, to Prime Minister Sher 
Bahadur Deuba, Maoist chair 
Pushpa Kamal Dahal and UML 
chair KP Sharma Oli, reports sug-
gested he also warned of  some 
external hands, including China, 
in the attempts to block the com-
pact in Nepal.

Lately, the US embassy in Nepal 
has activated its social media team 
and put out a series of  tweets and 
Facebook posts on disinformation 
and propaganda, stopping short of  
mentioning the MCC compact. 

The context is obvious. 
“Disinformation and propagan-

da have had serious consequences 
throughout history. State-led disin-
formation and propaganda have 
threatened democracies, inflamed 
wars, and provoked violence,” the 

US embassy Nepal wrote on 
Facebook on February 13. “It has 
fomented distrust of  facts, science, 
and credible journalism.”

Only recently, the US embassy 
even organised an interaction on 
disinformation with Nepali media 
experts. “For the next few weeks, 
we will discuss disinformation 
and how we all can be fooled by it,” 
the embassy wrote.

Washington has set a February 
28 deadline for the Nepali leader-
ship to ratify the compact from 
Parliament, as demanded by 
Prime Minister Deuba and Maoist 
chair Dahal. Lu during his conver-
sations also said that failure to do 
so could force the US to review its 
ties with Nepal. 

Amid the raging debate over  
the MCC compact, geopolitical  
factors too have come strongly 
into play. 

US officials have communicated 
on multiple occasions that they 
are seriously concerned about dis-
information in Nepal about the 
MCC compact. Last month, in an 
interview with the Post, Mahmoud 
Bah, acting CEO of  MCC, said that  
MCC has been the target of  “a 
sophisticated  and  malicious mis-
information and disinformation 
campaign to discredit our agency 
and the Government of  Nepal in 
order to prevent the MCC-Nepal 
Compact from progressing.”

“You will notice that each time  
the government of  Nepal seems 
poised to move forward towards 
ratifying the MCC compact, there 
is a sudden increase in false and 
misleading statements about 
MCC, especially on social media 
and YouTube,” Bah said. 

“It is even more disheartening 
when some of  Nepal’s political 
leaders have perpetuated these 
misleading statements, which only 
hurts the people of  Nepal.”

Earlier this week, a US State 
Department spokesperson 
expressed the US concerns about 
disinformation campaigns in 
Nepal. “Yes. We have been con-
cerned about disinformation cam-
paigns surrounding the MCC 

Compact, as we are concerned 
with disinformation everywhere,” 
the spokesperson told the 
Hindustan Times. “Should outside 
influence or corruption have influ-
enced parliamentarians’ actions to 
vote against this electricity-trans-
mission project, it would be deeply 
disappointing and a loss for the 
people of  Nepal.”

Nepal in September last year 
had even written to MCC seeking 
clarifications on some of  the 
points, including whether the 
compact is above Nepal’s constitu-
tion and whether it has any securi-
ty component attached to it. MCC 
in its point-wise response had said 
compact is not above Nepal’s con-
stitution and that it does not have 
any security components.

Those opposing the compact, 
including some Nepali politicians, 
however, have refused to accept 
the US assertion.

Nepal’s ruling alliance has been 
in a bid to find consensus on the 
compact ratification as the dead-
line nears. A meeting of  the five 
parties on Friday, the second in a 
row, failed to reach any consensus. 
They have decided to sit again on 
Sunday. Prime Minister Deuba, 
however, appears firm on tabling 
the MCC compact. He reached out 
to UML chair Oli on Thursday 
evening after the five-party meet-
ing ended inconclusively. 

US Ambassador Randy Berry 
lately has held talks with both 
Deuba and Oli, according to lead-
ers from their orbits.

On Friday, demonstrators gath-
ered in New Baneshwar in front of  
the Parliament building and 
resorted to burning tyres to pro-
test against MCC.

Berry took to Twitter to assert 
that America believes in free 
speech. “We are a strong supporter 
of  free speech & public discourse 
based on fact, including on MCC. 
The right to express one’s views is 
intrinsic to democracy, and people 
must be allowed to peacefully 
share their views,” Berry tweeted. 
“Violence & incitement to violence 
are never acceptable.”

Community schools get buses
SINDHULI: The Bagmati provincial 
government provided six community 
schools in Sindhulimadi with a 
school bus each. According to Kama-
lamai Municipality, school buses 
received from the province have been 
handed over to six community 
schools in the district headquarters 
Sindhulimadi. With this, the number 
of  community schools with school 
bus services in Sindhuli has reached 
nine. Institutional schools have 
school buses but community schools 
did not have them until a year ago. 
The Education Development 
Directorate of  Bagmati Province had 
provided Rs2.5 million per school  
for the provision of  school buses. 

Woman killed in truck accident
SINDHULI: Tikaram Shivbhakti, aged 
45, of  Devisthan, Sunkoshi Rural 
Municipality-1 was hit by a tipper 
truck and died on the way to 
Dhulikhel Hospital on Wednesday. 
Police immediately took the driver 
into custody. “It looks like an accident 
but we are investigating the case  
and doing what is necessary,” said 
Manoj Kumar Lama, DSP of  Sindhuli 
district. 

3 held with 400kg marijuana
UDAYAPUR: Three youths were arrested 
with 400kg of  marijuana from 
Sirubani in Belka Municipality. The 
police caught the trio with 13 sacks of  
the illegal substance, according to 
DSP Bed Prasad Gautam of  Area 
Police Office. Authorities also seized 
Rs69,025 and four mobile sets from 
the trio, said Gautam. 

873 people get free treatment
KAPILVASTU: A total of  521 women and 
352 men have been treated free of  
charge at the three-day 
Comprehensive Gynaecology and 
Disease Health Camp at Saunhawa in 
Krishnanagar Municipality of  
Kapilvastu district. On the occasion 
of  Lumbini Province Establishment 
Day, a team of  15 health workers 
including four doctors led by District 
Hospital Medical Officer Ganesh 
Chhetri was mobilised for the pur-
pose. Among 41 women diagnosed 
with uterine prolapse, 14 were operat-
ed at Kapilvastu Hospital free of  cost. 
Six women have been referred to a 
well-equipped hospital for further 
treatment as they showed early signs 
of  uterine cancer.

437 cases as rapid antigen tests added to daily infection tally
KATHmANDU: Nepal on Friday reported 275 
new PCR-confirmed Covid cases in the last 
24 hours, taking the nationwide infection 
tally to 975,132. As many as 162 people tested 

positive in 3,958 antigen tests, according to 
the Health Ministry. As of  Friday, 5,369,664 
PCR and 1,032,197 antigen tests have been 
carried out across the country. (PR)
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Rebels announce evacuation from Ukraine’s 
east; West says Russia creates pretext for war
ReuteRs
MOSCOW/KYIV, Feb 18

Russian-backed separatists in eastern 
Ukraine said on Friday they planned 
to evacuate their breakaway region’s 
residents to Russia, a shock turn in a 
conflict the West believes Moscow 
plans to use to justify an all-out inva-
sion of  its neighbour.

Announcing the move on social 
media, Denis Pushilin, head of  the 
self-proclaimed Donetsk People’s 
Republic, said Russia had agreed to 
provide accommodation for those who 
leave. Women, children and the elder-
ly should be evacuated first. The other 
self-proclaimed region, Luhansk, 
made a similar announcement.

Millions of  civilians are believed to 
live in the two rebel-held regions of  
eastern Ukraine; most are Russian 
speakers and many have already been 
granted Russian citizenship.

The eastern Ukraine conflict zone 
saw the most intense artillery bom-
bardment for years on Friday, with the 
Kyiv government and the separatists 
trading blame. Western countries 
have said they think the shelling, 
which began on Thursday and intensi-
fied in its second day, is part of  a pre-
text to invade.

Washington said Russia—which 
says it started drawing down troops 
near Ukraine this week—had instead 
done the opposite: ramping up the 
force menacing its neighbour to 
between 169,000 and 190,000 troops, 
from 100,000 at the end of  January.

“This is the most significant mili-
tary mobilisation in Europe since the 
Second World War,” US ambassador 
Michael Carpenter told a meeting at 
the Vienna-based Organization for 
Security and Cooperation in Europe.

The events transpiring in the bor-
der area over the past two days are 
part of  a Russian scenario to create 
false provocations, US Secretary of  
State Antony Blinken said.

Rather than pull troops back, “on 
the contrary, we see additional forces 
going to the border including leading 
edge forces that would be part of  any 
aggression,” Blinken said at the 
Munich Security Conference along-
side German Foreign Minister 
Annalena Baerbock.

A diplomatic source with years of  
direct experience of  the conflict 

described the shelling in eastern 
Ukraine as the most intense since 
major combat there ended with a 2015 
ceasefire.

Close to 600 explosions were record-
ed on Friday morning, 100 more than 
on Thursday, some involving 152 mm 
and 122 mm artillery and large mor-
tars, the source said. At least four 
rounds had been fired from tanks.

“They are shooting—everyone and 
everything,” said the source. “There’s 
been nothing like this since 2014-15.”

Other officials have been more cau-
tious, noting that there have been peri-
ods of  deadly fighting during the 
ceasefire. Shortly after the evacuation 
announcement in Donetsk on Friday, a 
Reuters witness said a loud warning 
siren sounded in the city centre.

People will start being bussed out of  
the Donetsk region at 8 pm on Friday, 
Russia’s Interfax news agency cited a 
source saying.

Asked about the moves, Kremlin 
spokesman Dmitry Peskov said he had 
no information about the situation 
and did not know if  they were being 
coordinated with Russia, Interfax also 

reported. The announcement piled 
further pressure on Russia’s rouble 
currency and other assets as jittery 
investors closely monitored the diplo-
matic and military developments.

The West has threatened tighter 
economic sanctions on Russia if  it 
invades Ukraine, but Moscow, already 
under sanctions since 2014, has 
brushed this off. President Vladimir 
Putin told a news conference in 
Moscow that Western countries would 
probably find a reason to impose sanc-
tions whatever Russia does.

Russia denies Western accusations 
it is planning an all-out invasion of  
Ukraine, a country of  over 40 million 
people. Moscow also said it was close-
ly watching the escalation of  shelling 
in eastern Ukraine, where govern-
ment troops have faced the rebels 
since 2014. It described the situation 
as potentially very dangerous.

In the most detailed US warning yet 
of  the likelihood of  war, Blinken told 
the UN Security Council on Thursday 
that Washington believed Russia was 
planning an all-out assault.

Blinken said this could begin with a 

manufactured pretext, possibly involv-
ing a faked attack and false accusa-
tions about the separatist conflict, 
Blinken said.

US President Joe Biden, rallying 
allies to maintain a unified stance, 
was due to host a call on Friday with 
leaders of  Britain, Canada, France, 
Germany, Italy, Poland and Romania, 
plus the European Union and NATO.

But Russia has also forcefully 
pressed a set of  security demands, 
including a promise Ukraine never  
be admitted into NATO, which the 
West calls a non-starter. 

On Thursday Russia delivered a 
strongly-worded letter to the United 
States threatening unspecified “mili-
tary-technical measures”.

Russia announced Putin would per-
sonally supervise exercises of  its stra-
tegic nuclear missile forces on 
Saturday, though it said these drills 
were no cause for alarm.

Among ambiguities surrounding 
the Kremlin’s intentions are plans for 
tens of  thousands of  troops staging 
exercises in Belarus, north of  Ukraine, 
due to end on Sunday.

Indian court orders 
death for 38 for deadly 
2008 serial bomb blasts

Agence FRAnce-PResse
AHMeDAbAD, Feb 18

An Indian court sentenced 38 people  
to death on Friday over a string  
of  bomb blasts in 2008 that killed doz-
ens in the city of  Ahmedabad, in one 
of  the country’s biggest mass death 
sentences.

Coordinated attacks in western 
Gujarat state’s commercial hub in 
2008 killed 56, launching shrapnel 
through markets, buses and other pub-
lic places.

An Islamist group calling itself  the 
Indian Mujahideen claimed responsi-
bility, saying the blasts were revenge 
for 2002 religious riots in Gujarat that 
left some 1,000 people dead.

The court on Friday convicted 49 
people over the attacks, in which more 
than 200 were injured.

“Special court judge A R Patel 
awarded death sentence to 38 out of  
the 49 convicted,” public prosecutor 
Amit Patel said.

“Eleven of  the convicted were sen-
tenced to life imprisonment till 
death... The court has considered the 
case as rarest of  the rare,” he said.

The convicted were all found guilty 
of  murder and criminal conspiracy. 
Nearly 80 people were charged but 28 
were acquitted.

The marathon trial lasted over a 
decade thanks to India’s labyrinthine 
legal system, with more than 1,100 
witnesses called to testify.

It was dragged out by procedural 
delays, including a legal battle by four 
of  the accused to retract confessions.

Police also foiled a 2013 attempt by 
more than a dozen of  the defendants 
to tunnel their way out of  jail using 
food plates as digging tools.

All 77 accused have been held in 
custody for years, with the exception 
of  one who was bailed after a schizo-
phrenia diagnosis.

Ahmedabad was the centre of  dead-
ly 2002 religious riots that saw at least 
1,000 people—mostly Muslims—
hacked, shot and burned to death in 
an orgy of  sectarian violence that sent 

shock waves around the world.
It was prompted by the killing of   

59 Hindus in a train fire—a case in 
which 31 Muslims were convicted for 
criminal conspiracy and murder—on 
the way back from one of  Hinduism’s 
most sacred sites.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi  
was at the time head of  the Gujarat 
state government and has subsequent-
ly been dogged by accusations  
that he turned a blind eye to  
the unrest.

Modi, from the Hindu nationalist 
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP), was 
cleared of  conspiracy but for a time 
was subject to travel bans imposed by 

the United States and others.
India was rocked by several lethal 

bomb attacks in 2008 claimed  
by the Indian Mujahideen group—
with dozens killed in the capital  
New Delhi and northern tourist city 
of  Jaipur.

In November of  that year, 166 people 
were killed by gunmen armed with 
explosive devices, in a coordinated 
assault on hotels and other high-pro-
file targets in Mumbai that was 
blamed on Pakistan-based militants.

Capital punishment remains an 
integral part of  the Indian criminal 
justice system.

The number of  prisoners on death 
row at the end of  2021 stood at 488, 
according to a report by Project 39A, a 
law reforms advocacy group.

The last execution was in March 
2020, when four men convicted of  the 
rape and murder of  a student on a bus 
in Delhi were hanged.

Canada police start 
arresting protesters 
camped in Ottawa
AssociAted PRess
OTTAWA, OnTArIO, Feb 18

Police began arresting 
protesters on Friday in a 
bid to break the three-
week, traffic-snarling 
siege of  Canada’s capital 
by hundreds of  truckers 
angry over the country’s 
Covid-19 restrictions.

Officers were seen 
going door to door along  
a line of  trucks, campers 
and other vehicles parked 
on Ottawa’s snow-covered 
streets.

Some protesters surren-
dered and were taken into 
custody, police said. Some 
were led away in hand-
cuffs. One person being 
taken away carried a sign 
that read “Mandate 
Freedom”.

Many of  the truckers 
remained defiant.

“Freedom was never 
free,” said trucker Kevin 
Homaund, of  Montreal. 
“So what if  they put the 
handcuffs on us and they 
put us in jail?”

Police made their first 
move to end the occupa-
tion late Thursday with 
the arrest of  two key pro-
test leaders. They also 
sealed off  much of  the 
downtown area to outsid-
ers to prevent them from 
coming to the aid of  the 

self-styled Freedom 
Convoy protesters.

The capital represented 
the movement’s last 
stronghold after three 
weeks of  demonstrations 
and blockades that shut 
down border crossings 
into the US, caused eco-
nomic damage to both 
countries and created a 
political crisis for Prime 
Minister Justin Trudeau. 
They also shook Canada’s 
reputation for civility, 
with some foes of  the 
unrest blaming the influ-
ence of  the United States.

Over the past weeks, 
authorities had hesitated 
to move against many of  
the protesters around the 
country, in part for fear of  
violence. The demonstra-
tions have drawn right-
wing extremists and vet-
erans, some of  them 
armed. With police and 
the government facing 
accusations that they let 
the protests gain strength 
and spread, Trudeau on 
Monday invoked Canada’s 
Emergencies Act, giving 
law enforcement extraor-
dinary authority to 
declare the blockades ille-
gal, tow away trucks, 
arrest the drivers, sus-
pend their licenses and 
freeze their bank 
accounts.

UK warns people to 
stay home in view 
of 90 mph winds
AssociAted PRess
LOnDOn, Feb 18

Millions of  people in the 
UK were urged to cancel 
travel plans and stay 
indoors on Friday as the 
second major storm this 
week prompted warnings 
of  high winds and flying 
debris across northern 
Europe.

Britain’s weather service 
said Storm Eunice, known 
as Storm Zeynep in 
Germany, was likely to 
cause significant disrup-
tion and dangerous condi-
tions, with gusts that may 
exceed 90 miles per hour in 
highly exposed coastal 
areas. The Met Office later 

said a 122 mph gust was 
recorded on the Isle of  
Wight, provisionally the 
strongest ever recorded in 
England. Authorities in the 
UK took the unusual step of  
issuing ”red’’ warnings—
indicating a danger to life—
for parts of  southwest 
England between 7am and 
noon and for southeast 
England and London from 
10am until 3pm. A lower 
level amber warning for 
gusts up to 80 mph covers 
the whole of  England from 
5am to 9pm.

Eunice is the second 
named storm to hit Europe 
in two days, with the first 
killing at least five people in 
Germany and Poland.

Russia denies Western accusations it is planning an all-out invasion of Ukraine, a country of over 40 million people.

Attacks in Gujarat’s commercial hub killed 56, launching 
shrapnel through markets, buses and other public places.

REUTERS

A view of a kindergarten, which according to Ukraine’s military was damaged by shelling, in Stanytsia Luhanska, Ukraine, on Thursday.

Trial lasted a decade 
due to labyrinthine 
legal system, with 
over 1,100 witnesses 
called to testify.
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US   119.76

Euro   136.11

Pound   163.05

Australian   86.3

Japanese Yen (10)  10.4

Chinese   18.93

Saudi   31.92

Qatari   32.89

Malaysian   28.61

Exchange rates fixed by Nepal Rastra Bank

KRISHANA PRASAIN
KATHMANDU, FEB 18

If  things go as planned, come this May, 
Indian visitors in Nepal will no longer 
be required to carry paper money. 
They can simply make payments by 
scanning quick response (QR) codes. 

The Gateway Payment Service 
Private Limited, a payment service 
operator, is all set to begin the 
cross-border payment system for the 
first time in Nepal based on interoper-
able and mobile first technology.

“We are all set to launch the system 
after three months,” Anu Maity 
Shakya, marketing head of  Gateway 
Payment Service, told the Post.

The National Payment Corporation 
of  India (NPCI) and International 
Payments Limited (NIPL), the inter-
national arm of  National Payments 
Corporation of  India, have joined 
hands with Gateway Payments Service 
and Manam Infotech to deploy a uni-
fied payment interface (UPI) in Nepal.

The system will enable payments 
for larger digital goods and boost 
interoperable real-time person to per-
son (P2P) and merchant payment 
transactions (P2M) in Nepal.

The UPI is a real-time payment sys-
tem that provides person to person 
and person to merchant transactions 
simply, safely and securely in India.

Industry insiders say that the move 
would provide a great relief  to the 
Indians travelling to Nepal because 
there are restrictions on using high 
denomination Indian currency notes 
in Nepal. Since December 2018, Nepal 
allows use of  only IRS100.

The government move to ban the 
use of  high denomination Indian cur-
rency notes in Nepal had drawn criti-
cism particularly from the tourism 
industry because Indian bills were 
widely used in Nepal.

However, according to Nepal’s cen-
tral bank, the system is currently not 
on a reciprocal basis or Nepalis are 
not allowed to make payments through 
Bharat-QR while travelling to India.

“We have sought permission to 
allow digital transactions for Nepalis 
while travelling to India as well. We 
are waiting for the response from 
Nepal’s central bank,” said Shakya.

The system will enable an interop-
erability electronic payment network 
between banking and financial insti-
tutions and payment service provid-
ers to transfer money from any pay-

ment service providers in India to any 
banking and financial institutions 
and e-wallets in Nepal.

“UPI’s real-time payment infra-
structure will help catalyse the pro-
cess of  financial inclusion in Nepal 
and will also create more opportuni-
ties for businesses. It will help mod-
ernise Nepal’s digital payment infra-
structure and bring the convenience 
of  digital payments to citizens of  
Nepal,” according to a statement 
issued by Gateway Payment Service 

Private Limited.
“Our system will be enabled in the 

apps of  banking and financial institu-
tions and payment service providers 
through the connection of  ‘UPI 
Nepal’,” said Shakya.

With the system, the customer with-
out displaying their bank account 
details can make bank to bank trans-
fers and can make payment through 
payment service providers by using 
the ID and pin number, Shakya said.

The system mainly provides securi-

ty without exposing the bank account 
details, Shakya said. “The system will 
also eradicate the closed system in the 
Nepali digital payment service as 
there is no wallet to wallet fund trans-
fer option and not easy for bank to 
wallet transfer,” Shakya said.

According to Shakya, to make digi-
tal payment, it requires the account 
number of  the receiver or mobile 
number and it only gets sent only after 
a one-time password (OTP) is generat-
ed. If  OTP is linked with a bank 

account, there are higher chances 
data regarding accounts can get 
leaked. But the UPI system which cre-
ates virtual addresses will help in 
making payment without displaying 
bank account details, she said.

Customers taking mobile banking 
app service or wallet service are ena-
bled with UPI identity, and customers 
will create an identity and they can 
make payment from the UPI identity 
or can be sent on mobile number. “The 
national identity can also be created 
in the country,” Shakya said. Besides 
Nepal, UPI system is being operated in 
Bhutan, Malaysia, Singapore and the 
United Arab Emirates by cross-border 
payment agreement.

In 2021, UPI enabled 39 billion trans-
actions amounting to commerce worth 
$940 billion which is equivalent to 
approximately 31 percent of  India’s 
GDP, the company stated.

As of  now, five banks have consent-
ed to join the system, she added.

Guru Prasad Poudel, executive 
director of  Nepal Rastra Bank, said 
that the system would help ease 
cross-border payment. This system 
will give the Indian currency direct 
access to Nepali banks, he said.

“Although we have not permitted 
the system on a reciprocal basis, it’s 
on a priority of  the central bank,” 
Poudel said. “Nepal currently imposes 
some restrictions on sending money 
outside the country.”

The Gateway Payment Service got 
operator’s licence in mid-February 
2021 and was the first company  
in the country to get cross-border pay-
ment system operator licence. The 
company was running an e-commerce 
platform for card payment to mer-
chants directly. 

Transactions through digital pay-
ment systems have grown tremen-
dously in recent years in Nepal, and 
the development and expansion of  
digital payment related infrastructure 
like real time gross settlement (RTGS), 
interbank fund transfer, payment 
card, mobile wallet, mobile banking 
and internet banking has played a 
significant role in the spread of  online 
transactions.

Digital payments during the period 
mid-December to mid-January, the 
sixth month of  the current fiscal  
year, amounted to Rs5.14 trillion with 
54.56 million digital transactions, the 
highest single-month digital transac-
tions on record.

BRiEFings

Nepal gives Indian travellers digital payment access
The move would be of huge relief to the Indian people travelling north as there are restrictions on the use of high denomination IC notes in Nepal.

ShUttERStoCk

The system is currently not on a reciprocal basis or Nepalis are not allowed to make payments through Bharat-QR while travelling to India.
 

Renault returns to profit but 
chip shortage hits output
PARIS: Renault returned to profit last 
year but the global shortage of  semi-
conductors will crimp production 
again in 2022, the French automaker 
said Friday. The company posted a 
better-than-expected net profit of  967 
million euros ($1.1 billion) after a 
record eight-billion-euro loss in 2020, 
when the onset of  the pandemic pum-
melled the global economy. Renault 
sold fewer cars last year but the com-
pany has cut costs, raised prices and 
shifted to a strategy of  focusing on its 
more profitable brands instead of  vol-
umes. Revenue rose 6.3 percent to 46.2 
billion euros as the company exceed-
ed its financial targets despite the 
shortage of  semiconductors and the 
higher cost of  raw materials. 
“Renault is back,” chief  executive 
Luca de Meo said at a news confer-
ence. “The difficulties are behind us. 
We have shown that we can overcome 
adversity,” he said. (AFP)

Chinese food delivery giant 
slumps on fee-cut measures
BEIJING: Shares of  Chinese food deliv-
ery giant Meituan slumped Friday as 
Beijing released new guidelines 
instructing internet platforms to 
lower fees for struggling eateries. The 
guidelines, published by China’s top 
economic planner, aim to support a 
service sector hit especially hard by 
restrictions to curb the spread of  
Covid-19. Shares in Meituan, which 
has hundreds of  millions of  users in 
China, plunged almost 15 percent in 
Hong Kong when markets closed 
Friday. Earlier this week, a State 
Council meeting pledged to scale up 
support for sectors such as catering, 
retail and tourism, including tempo-
rary tax breaks. (AFP)
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Australia crush Sri Lanka by six 
wickets in fourth Twenty20
MELBOURNE: Player of  the match 
Glenn Maxwell scored 48 runs from 
39 balls to pace Australia to a 
six-wicket win over Sri Lanka on 
Friday at the Melbourne Cricket 
Ground, the home team’s fourth  
consecutive win in the five-match 
Twenty20 series. Josh Inglis chipped 
in with 40 runs from 20 balls to help 
Australia reach 143 for four in reply 
to Sri Lanka’s 139 for eight. Inglis  
and Maxwell put on a match-winning 
71-run stand for the fourth wicket. 
After being sent in, opener Pathum 
Nissanka scored 46 from 40 balls  
for Sri Lanka. But once Nissanka 
departed in the 16th over, it started  
a collapse of  5-9 as Australia took 
control of  the match. Kane 
Richardson (2-44) and returning  
fast bowler Jhye Richardson (2-20)  
led the Australian bowlers. The  
final match will be played in 
Melbourne on Sunday.

  

New Zealand close in on victory
WELLINGTON: New Zealand closed in 
on a massive victory inside three 
days in the opening Test against 
South Africa on Friday after taking  
a 387-run lead and then reducing  
the tourists to 34-3 on day two of  the 
contest. Henry Nicholls struck 105 
and Tom Blundell made 96 as the 
world Test champions amassed 482  
all out to effectively bat South Africa 
out of  the contest. On the back foot 
since being bundled out for 95 in the 
first innings, South Africa’s top order 
collapsed for a second time at 
Christchurch’s Hagley Oval to finish 
the day 353 behind. Temba Bavuma 
(22) and Rassie van der Dussen (nine) 
will resume on Saturday hoping to 
delay an imminent defeat in the first 
match of  the two-Test series.  (AGENCIES)
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CAPRICORN (December 22-January 19) ****
While you’ll certainly be in a talkative mood your-
self, try to be mindful during each discussion by 
asking as many questions as you answer. These vibes 
will be exciting and fiery but remember not to talk 
about yourself  too much. 

AQUARIUS (January 20-February 18) ***

The demands of  your social life could become a bur-
den. While you usually respond to your friends and 
family within a timely matter, don’t feel guilty if  you 
need to take a break from your phone under today’s 
skies. 

PISCES (February 19-March 20) ***
Your words will have a positive yet possibly unex-
pected impact on the ones you love today. Don’t hold 
back with your ingenious ideas, no matter how 
unconventional they may seem, as it could be the key 
to unlocking success. 

ARIES (March 21-April 19) ****
The day brings a soft and creative vibe to the table. 
These vibes will remind you of  the importance of  
self-care, which will go a long way in boosting your 
confidence, so don’t feel guilty about spending the 
day relaxed. 

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) ***

Tapping into nature can work wonders in opening up 
your perspective, allowing you to see the invisible 
life force that connects everyone and everything. 
Remember to unwind, destress, and embrace the 
lighter side of  life.

GEMINI (May 21-June 21) ****

You’ll be amazed by how much healing human crea-
tion can bring to your soul right now, inspiring you to 
usher through a few works of  art yourself. Today, try 
to arrange for a quiet evening with your nearest and 
dearest. 

CANCER (June 22-July 22) ***
Tapping into your beauty and grace will come easily 
under today’s skies. The lunar placement will inspire 
you to nurture your friends and family, showering 
them with abundance of  sweet sentiments, love, and 
care. 

LEO (July 23-August 22) ***

The vibes this morning are perfect for pillow talk. If  
you’re in a relationship, don’t feel guilty about stay-
ing in bed to snuggle up. Just don’t put too much 
pressure on the universe, or yourself, to make fanta-
sies into a reality.

VIRGO (August 23-September 22) ****
Try not to be frivolous with your spending, or you 
could end up having anxiety over it later, under 
today’s cosmic alliance. As evening rolls in, try to 
reconnect with your body through some deep stretch-
ing, and self-care.

LIBRA (September 23-October 22) ***
Give yourself  permission to daydream, as your mind 
is flooding with ideas on how you might improve 
yourself. Look for reasonable steps you can take to 
reach this potential and make a personal vow that 
you will reach it.

SCORPIO (October 23-November 21) ***

Try not to hide from your deepest thoughts or emo-
tions, even if  they’re slightly uncomfortable. A med-
itation session can help you make the most of  today’s 
cosmic climate, offering you clarity in your thoughts. 

SAGITTARIUS (November 22-December 21) ***
This cosmic climate is poised to help you find smart-
er and more efficient ways to run your home and 
daily life. Today’s energy is perfect for socialization 
and perhaps a bit of  flirting, so be sure to get some 
time for those. 

Nepal start Global Qualifiers with stunning victory
SPORTS BUREAU
KATHMANDU, Feb 18

Nepal pulled off  a sensational 39-run 
victory over hosts Oman to make a 
flying start to their ICC Twenty20 
World Cup Global Qualifiers at the  
Al Amerat Cricket Grounds in Muscat 
on Friday.

After an under-par start in the bat-
ting department, Nepal bounced back 
with the ball to bowl out Oman for a 
meagre total of  78 runs with three 
overs to spare. Pacer Kamal Singh 
Airee grabbed three wickets while 
captain Sandeep Lamichhane and 
Dipendra Singh Airee took two  
scalps each.

Earlier, put to bat first, Nepal strug-
gled with the bat and were restricted 
at 117-8 at close.

“The wicket was not that good and 
we had expected we could easily 
defend the total if  we scored around 
140 runs. But we could collect just 117 
runs. However, we were confident that 
if  it was difficult for us to bat then 
they also would face a similar situa-
tion and we also have better bowlers. 
So we did not panic,” said captain 
Sandip Lamichhane.

The victory in the opening match at 
the four-team group ‘B’ that also com-
prises Canada and the Philippines, 
strengthened Nepal’s bid for qualifica-
tion into the semi-finals. The top two 
teams of  the group will secure semi-fi-
nal berths. Nepal are scheduled to 
play against the Philippines on 
Saturday before taking on Canada  
on Monday.

Nepal made a shaky start to their 
innings and lost wickets in regular 
intervals. Middle order batter Aarif  
Sheikh contributed highest for Nepal 
scoring 38 off  37. The player-of-the-
match hit two boundaries.

“We were able to post a challenging 
total on the back of  Aarif ’s brilliant 
performance with the bat. The win 
was possible due to brilliant team-
work. But we need to improve on 
many fronts and a single mistake can 
play spoilsports for our World Cup 
ambition. We still need to improve in 
the batting department,” he added. 

Openers Kushal Bhurtel and Aasif  
Sheikh departed cheaply scoring five 
and four runs respectively at 2-12 on 
board. Former captain Gyanendra 
Malla, who contributed ball-a-run 15, 
was the next wicket to fall after he was 
bowled out by Fayyaz Butt. He hit  
two fences.

Dipendra was the next batter to 
depart, scoring 11 off  18 with 4-40 on 
board. Aarif  who came to bat at num-
ber five tried to give stability to Nepali 
and was run out in the last delivery of  
the innings.   

Rookie Lokesh Bam and captain 
Lamichhane contributed equal 16 
runs each. While Bam hit a six in his 
17-ball knock, captain Lamichhane, 
who came to bat at number nine, made 
a decent contribution to anchor the 
innings in his seven-ball knock. He hit 
a four and a six remaining unbeaten. 
Bibek Yadav contributed seven runs.  

Oman’s Khawar Ali was the pick of  
the bowling claiming three wickets in 

his four-over spell conceding 30  
runs. Bilal Khan claimed two wickets 
in his three-over spell giving away  
25 runs while Fayyaz Butt and  
Zeeshan Maqsood pocketed one  
wicket each.

Chasing the moderate target, the 
home team also made a poor start to 
their run chase. Lower middle order 
batter Naseem Khushi was the only 
Oman player to touch a double digit 
figure. The wicketkeeper batter hit 
18-ball 24 before being bowled by 
Lamichhane. He hit a fence and  
two sixes.

Oman opener Kashyap Prajapati 
was out for a duck in the third ball of  

the innings after he was caught by 
Dipendra off  Kamal. Ayaan Khan was 
the next wicket to fall as he was caught 
by wicketkeeper Aasif  in Jitendra 
Mukhiya’s delivery with 2-7 on board.

The other opener Jatinder Singh 
was run out in the sixth over by 
Dipendra while Khawar Ali was 
bowled for seven runs with 4-31 on 
board. Nepal got the prized wicket of  
captain Zeeshan Maqsood for two runs 
as he was caught by Kushal Bhurtel 
off  Mukhiya with 5-33.   

Aamir Kaleem contributed nine 
runs before he was trapped leg before 
by Dipendra. Shoaib Khan (1) 
Kaleemullah (5) and Bilal Khan (0) 
were out cheaply while Fayyaz Butt 
remained not out on six runs.

“We were however wary that if  
Oman maintained the run rate, it 
would be difficult on the pitch. But we 
got early wickets and played with  
confidence. We also got regular  
wickets,” he said. 

Nepal’s Kamal was the pick of  bowl-
ing claiming three wickets in his 
three-over spell conceding 15 runs. 
Lamichhane and Dipendra pocketed 
two wickets apiece while Mukhiya 
and Abinash Bohara picked one wick-
et each. Lamichhane gave away 20 
runs in his four-over bowling while 
Dipendra conceded 15 runs in his four-
over spell.

In another match of  the group, 
Canada registered a thumping 118-run 
win over the Philippines. Put to bat 
first, Canada scored a massive total of  
216-1 after opener Matthew Spoors 
played a quickfire 66-ball 108 remain-
ing not out. His opening pair Rayyan 
Pathan scored 73 off  44.

Chasing the target, the Philippines 
were restricted to 98-5 as Kaleem Sana 
and Saad Bin Zafar grabbed two  
wickets apiece.

Sandeep Lamichhane-led team pull off a sensational 39-run win over Oman after they defend 118-run target bowling out Oman for 78 runs in 17 overs.   

Photo Courtesy: CAN

Nepal’s Sandeep Lamichhane (right) and Aarif Sheikh leave the pitch following the end of the first innings in Muscat, Oman on Friday. 

Napoli hold Barcelona, Rangers shock Dortmund
REUTERS  
bARCeLONA, Feb 18

Barcelona were held 1-1 at home by 
Napoli in the first leg of  their Europa 
League knockout stage playoff  tie on 
Thursday, while Scottish side Rangers 
shocked Borussia Dortmund with a 4-2 
win in Germany.

Barca dominated proceedings  
but found themselves a goal down to 
the Italians after Piotr Zielinski  
finished off  a counter-attack in the 
29th minute. Barca forward Ferran 
Torres equalised shortly before  
the hour mark from the penalty spot 
after the video assistant referee had 
spotted a very subtle Juan Jesus’ 
handball from a Adama Traore cross 
inside the area.

The second leg will be played at 
Napoli next week.

Elsewhere, Real Betis defeated Zenit 
St Petersburg 3-2 after scoring twice in 
the first 20 minutes through Guido 
Rodriguez and Willian Jose. But the 
Russian side fought back to equalise 
with two goals in three minutes scored 
by Artem Dzyuba and Malcom. 
However, midfielder Andres Guardado 
found the winner for Betis right before 
halftime, as the La Liga side held on to 
hand Zenit their first home loss since 
October 2021.

Sheriff  Tiraspol beat Braga 2-0 at 
home in Moldova thanks to goals  
from Sebastien Thill and Adama 
Traore. However, the shock of  the 
night came in Germany as Rangers 
beat Bundesliga’s second-placed side 

Borussia Dortmund 4-2.
A penalty from James Tavernier 

put the Glasgow side ahead in the 38th 
minute before Colombian forward 
Alfredo Morelos doubled their advan-
tage in the 41st, tapping in from close 
range following a well-worked corner 
routine made easier by slack marking 
from Dortmund. A thumping first-
time strike from John Lundstram 
from outside the box put Rangers in 
dreamland in the 49th minute 
although England midfielder Jude 
Bellingham quickly pulled a goal back 
in the 51st, smashing into the net from 
outside the box to give the hosts a foot-
hold in the game.

Rangers took no time to respond, 
restoring their three-goal advantage 
in the 54th with an own goal from 

Dortmund defender Dan-Axel 
Zagadou, who deflected a strike from 
the Morelos beyond the reach of  goal-
keeper Gregor Kobel.

Later, Porto fought back to get a 2-1 
home win against Lazio thanks to a 
brace from Spanish striker Toni 
Martinez. Atalanta also came back 
from a goal down to beat Olympiakos 
Piraeus 2-1 at home.

In Germany, Leipzig rescued a 2-2 
draw against Real Sociedad thanks to 
a late Emil Forsberg penalty.

In Spain, La Liga second-placed side 
Sevilla won 3-1 against Dinamo 
Zagreb, with French forward Anthony 
Martial scoring his first goal for the 
Spanish side, and are one step closer 
to advancing in a competition they 
have won a record six times.

The Italian side play a 1-1 draw at Camp Nou while the Scottish team beat the Bundesliga’s second-placed side 4-2.

Gu wins third Olympic medal
ASSOciATEd PRESS  
beIJING, Feb 18

Eileen Gu came into the Beijing 
Games hoping to win three gold  
medals in freestyle skiing while  
representing China, where her  
mother was born. She didn’t, but she 
did come away with two golds and one 
silver, making her the first  
action-sports athlete to win three  
medals at the same Olympics.

The American-born Gu, 18, won  
the gold medal in women’s halfpipe  
on Friday. She had such a big lead 
after two runs that she was able to 
take a carefree final run down  
the halfpipe.

She won the gold medal in the 
Olympic debut of  women’s freeski big 
air and took the silver in slopestyle.

It was a remarkable contrast to the 
tears of  Russian figure skater Kamila 

Valieva after her shocking litany of  
mistakes left the heavily favoured 
teenager off  the podium in women’s 
figure skating.  

Ryan Regez led a 1-2 finish by 
Switzerland in the Olympic skicross 
final at Genting Snow Park, taking the 
lead early and never giving it up. 
Teammate Alex Fiva finished with the 
silver medal and Russian athlete 
Sergey Ridzik grabbed the bronze.

Thomas Krol won gold in the 1,000 
meters speedskating, giving the 
Netherlands its third straight Olympic 
speedskating title in the event. The 
Netherlands earned its fifth gold 
medal in 12 events in Beijing with one 
day of  competition remaining.   

Johannes Thingnes Boe of  Norway 
won the gold medal in the men’s 
Biathlon. Justine Braisaz-Bouchet  
of  France won the women’s mass  
start race.
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My Autobiography
Author: Luka Modric 
Publication: Bloomsbury Publishing
Price: Rs 1438

Considered one of  the greatest midfield 
players, Croatian legend Luka Modric 
tells the story of  his journey from his 
childhood days growing up during the 
Croatian War of  Independence to becom-
ing a serial UEFA Champions League 
winner and the personal events that have 
shaped him.

What Happened in Wuhan
Author: Sharri Markson 
Publication: HarperCollins
Price: Rs 1598

Part-thriller, part-expose, ‘What Really 
Happened in Wuhan’ is a ground-break-
ing investigation into the origins of  
Covid-19. The book, which acclaimed 
journalist Sharri Markson wrote,  fea-
tures never-before-seen primary docu-
ments and interviews, exposing how 
China hid the spread of  the virus from 
the world during the initial stage. 

The Rise and Fall of  The Dinosaur
Author: Steve Brusatte
Publication: Pan Macmillan 
Price: Rs 1118

In this book, Dr Steve Brusatte, one of  
the leading dinosaur experts, tells us 
dinosaurs’ origin and how they came 
to power. Based on the fossil clues that 
were gathered using state of  the art 
technology, Brusatte traces the jour-
ney of  the magnificent animals from 
their beginnings in the Early Triassic 
period.
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Non-Fiction

1. Maoism and Grassroots Religion: by 
Xiaoxuan Wang

2. The Long Game: Chain’s Grand 
Strategy to Displace American Order 
by Rush Doshi

3. Literary Theory and Criticism: Recent 
Writings From South Asia Edited by 
Arun Gupto

4. Envisioning a Tibetan Luminary: by 
William M Gorvine

5. My Reflections on Nepal’s onstitution, 
Governance and Politics by Ganesh 
Raj Sharma

Fiction

1. The Lincoln Highway by Amor 
Towles

2. Great Circle by Maggie Shipstead

3. One Last Stop by Casey Mcquiston

4. The Promise by Damon Galgut

5. The Dutch House by Ann Patchett

The lively representation  
we need and deserve

Uzma Jalaluddin’s ‘Hana Khan Carries On’ is a mindful peek into the triumphs and  
tribulations of a second-generation immigrant.

Richa BhattaRai

T

wenty-four-year-old Hana Khan 
dreams of  being a broadcast 
journalist and telling meaning-
ful stories to the world. However, 
at the radio station she interns 
for, she keeps being shunted into 

drafting reports that stereotype her religion 
and culture. 

Hana Khan also dreams of  turning her 
family’s halal restaurant with the unforget-
table name, ‘Three Sisters Biryani Poutine’, 
into a booming success. Unfortunately, cli-
entele is at an all-time low, and she does not 
enjoy working at the restaurant. To add to 
it, the insufferable Aydin Shah is opening a 
swanky new halal restaurant right at the 
edge of  their Golden Crescent neighbour-
hood in Toronto.

There is at least one thing Hana can still 
enjoy, away from the pressures of  her two 
part-time jobs as an intern and restaurant 
help. She has a secret podcast, ‘Ana’s Brown 
Girl Rambles’, where she promises to 
impart ‘nothing of  substance, and nothing 
but my truth.’ When dealing with her 
father’s illness, her parents’ multiple guests, 
and the family’s dwindling finances get  
too much for Hana, she can drop a note  
to her listener StanleyP, who admits he  
also has ‘family-and-business-shaped’  
complications, but is always willing to lend 
her an ear. 

This, then, is the premise for ‘Hana Khan 
Carries On’, the second novel by Uzma 
Jalaluddin, who is surprisingly knowledge-
able about the lingo and idiosyncrasies of  
her young heroine. The story starts off  sim-
ply, but do not be fooled, this is no abridged 
bildungsroman. There are complications 
galore, just as in life. Hana faces challenges 
that span across money and class, race and 
religion, authenticity and confirmation, 
career and heritage, family and romance.

All these dilemmas are so real, after a 
while she stops being a character and is a 
living person. Because it is the story that is 
being lived by you and me and every person 

that has ever grappled with questions  
of  belongingness and roots and ethics. 
“There’s a lot of  freedom in being a pioneer 
of  your family’s history in a new place, of  
course,” says Hana, “But there’s a lot of  
loneliness, too.”

It is not difficult to surmise that these are 
all issues that the author has experienced, 
or seen, or watched develop, as a second-gen-
eration Indian Muslim herself. The way she 
has adapted these experiences for the novel, 
in a way that is thought-provoking and  
passionate, but also so gentle, compassion-
ate, and full of  worldly love–it is a rare  
balance, indeed. Uzma has beautifully inter-
twined faith into the story, illustrating how 
there is so much to learn about the religion 
of  Islam. 

Even though the novel makes you feel 
heavy-hearted when you comprehend the 
extent of  the scrutiny and prejudices that 
millions like Hana face around the world, it 
is also a work of  great joy and exuberance. 
Not everything is neatly wrapped up at the 
end as we would like it to be; there are no 
overnight solutions to the evils of  commu-
nal hatred and xenophobia; and we are not 
even promised that the Muslim community 
of  Scarborough will be magically welcomed 
by everyone from the next day. However, 
there is a strong undercurrent of  the  
possibility of  change, of  transformation, 
and of  the gradual shift in our mindsets 
that will lead us towards the path of  accept-
ance and tolerance. This feeling of  hope and 
courage might seem overtly positive, yet it 

is a true skill to be able to impart this 
through a book. 

Uzma has said that the novel is inspired 
by ‘You’ve Got Mail’, and indeed, the trope 
of  secret friends-open enemies-lovers is 
hard to miss. But it also reminded me a little 
of  ‘The Hate U Give’, of  young people bat-
tling the lethal diseases of  anti-Muslimness 
and anti-Blackness. One of  the ways to 
counter this fear born through ignorance is 
to educate and inform. Though it is of  
course not Uzma’s (or Hana’s) responsibili-
ty to carry this heavy burden of  educating 
someone, they do it valiantly and with great 
poise. Hana is such a relatable heroine, with 
her self-doubt, dilemmas, and a beautiful 
heart underneath it all. The best thing is, 
she grows throughout the novel; we watch 
her turning mature and resilient in front of  
our own eyes. Aydin is a surprisingly good 
match for her, never allowed to overshadow 
her, but a good friend throughout all the 
chaos in her life.

The chaos in the novel is sometimes too 
much. Yes, the same does happen in real life, 
and yes, all the issues are worth talking 
about, but perhaps they did not need to be 
crammed into a single volume. At one point 
in the novel, the plot goes haywire; the char-
acters crowd in the pages, and it is so all 
over the place that readers might even lose 
interest. The author does catch hold of  the 
plot after a while, but those multiple simul-
taneous incidents and innumerable charac-
ters call for some ruthless editing.

Apart from this hitch, the novel is quite 
enjoyable. The language is nothing extraor-
dinary, but quite routine I would say. But the 
dialogues are the ones we speak, the 
thoughts are ones we fall asleep to, the chal-
lenges are what we face–it is our story. 
When Hana asks her supervisor at the radio 
station if  she wants Hana to help the next 
day, Marisa responds, “Of  course, sweetie. 
You’re a natural.” 

So is Uzma a natural, and I will watch out 
for her next books with great interest.  

Richa Bhattarai is a writer from Kathmandu.

The story starts  
off  simply, but do  
not be fooled, this is  
no abridged  
bildungsroman.

Hana Khan Carries On
Author: Uzma Jalaluddin 
Publisher: Penguin Random House
Pages: 368

South Korea's cyberbullies driving victims to suicide
The country’s online harassment crisis is spreading and victims have had no way out.

claiRe lee
SEOUL

[Editor’s note: This story contains  
references to suicide and bullying.]

M

an-hating feminist, 
mentally ill, grind her 
into dog food: activist 
Kim Ju-hee endures a 
torrent of  abuse from 
powerful South Korean 

cyberbullies, who are driving more and 
more of  their victims to suicide.

From K-pop stars like Sulli to less-
er-known figures like a volleyball player 
who killed himself  earlier this month, 
South Korea’s cyberbullying crisis is 
spreading and victims have no way out, 
activists say.

In a country where sexism is entrenched, 
a leading presidential candidate can vilify 
feminism, and misogynistic posts are a 
defining feature of  Reddit-like forums, 
cyberbullies have the power to ruin peo-
ple’s lives--and face few repercussions.

YouTube is a key platform for such 
attacks--one video attacking activist Kim 
was watched hundreds of  thousands of  
times, and garnered thousands of  com-
ments, including violent death threats.

“I always feel unsafe,” Kim, who also 
works as a nurse, told AFP.

“I feel like this is never going to end 
unless I take my own life and disappear.”

Earlier this month, South Korean vol-
leyball player Kim In-hyeok killed himself  
after being brutally ridiculed online, suf-
fering a barrage of  hateful comments and 
online rumours that he was gay.

In January, YouTuber BJ Jammi ended 

her life having endured years of  abuse 
after South Korean online trolls accused 
her of  being a “man-hating feminist”.

Her uncle blamed the suicide on “severe 
depression caused by malicious comments 
and rumours”, according to a post on her 
Twitch account announcing her death.

Jammi’s mother had taken her own life 
in 2019, which her daughter blamed on the 
cyberbullying, saying in an emotional 
Twitch stream that she was struggling 
with her mental health.

“Those of  you who leave me malicious 
comments, is it fun to make me suffer and 
destroy my life?” she said, fighting back 
tears during the 2020 live stream.

Profitable
Anti-feminist South Korean YouTube 
accounts, some of  which have hundreds 
of  thousands of  followers, are profiting 
from the harassment, experts say.

“Famous YouTubers gain more atten-
tion by uploading videos denouncing fem-
inism and feminists,” Jinsook Kim, a 
University of  Pennsylvania postdoctoral 
fellow, told AFP.

Women or minorities in the public 
sphere are particularly vulnerable to 
attacks, experts say, and South Korea’s 

lack of  an anti-discrimination law leaves 
victims uniquely exposed.

“They were not just targeted and 
assaulted randomly,” but were singled out 
and accused of  being “feminist or gay”, 
Jinsook Kim said, referring to the cases of  
volleyball player Kim In-hyeok and BJ 
Jammi.

Other women in the public eye have 
been doxxed--had their personal informa-
tion published online--by male YouTubers 
who accuse them of  being a “misandrist”, 
or man-haters.

Some of  the YouTubers even live-

streamed as they tracked down a victim 
and issued rape and death threats--with 
the hateful content generating more clicks 
and advertising revenue.

“They continue to produce sensational-
ist and hateful content for a profit,” 
Jinsook Kim told AFP.

There have been few successful prosecu-
tions of  online trolls over any such attacks.

South Korea is a deeply wired nation 
with the world’s fastest average internet 
speeds and female celebrities have 
endured online harassment for decades.

In 2008, top actress Choi Jin-sil took her 

own life after enduring cyberbullying over 
claims she worked as a loan shark.

In 2019, K-Pop star Goo Hara killed her-
self  after being the victim of  “revenge 
porn” threats by a disgruntled ex-boy-
friend, and her friend and fellow singer 
Sulli took her own life after online attacks 
that accused her, among other things, of  
not wearing a bra.

No help for victims
High-profile suicides after cyberbullying 
attacks typically prompt nationwide 
hand-wringing and petitions to the Blue 
House calling for change, but little has 
been done to help.

Known for its high-pressure and com-
petitive society, South Korea has the high-
est suicide rates in the developed world, 
and online character assassination can be 
extremely damaging.

Anyone who is “perceived to be differ-
ent from the norm” is at risk of  an online 
attack, Seoul-based freelance journalist 
and online commentator Raphael Rashid 
told AFP, and it’s difficult to recover.

Cyberbullying victims feel “they have 
nowhere to escape” after having their pub-
lic profile ruined, and that “society cannot 
tolerate their existence”, he said.

Activist Kim said that the doxxing and 
cyberbullying attacks had made her con-
template suicide. “It feels like the whole 
world has turned its back against you,” 
she told AFP.

Unless laws and prosecutions catch up 
to the online trolls, more suicides are inev-
itable, she said. For now, “cyberbullying 
only stops when the victims die”.

– Agence France-Presse

AFP/RSS

South Korean feminist activist Kim Ju-hee posing for a photo at a subway station in Seoul.  

South Korea has 
the highest suicide 
rates in the developed 
world.
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Mukesh Malla: ‘I wanted to build an  
inventory to help my writing.’
On the third floor of  Mukesh Malla’s house in Bulbule, 
Chabahil is a room filled with art books. From cata-
logues of  old exhibitions to books that delve into the 
art history and culture, Malla’s collection is a treasure 
trove for those interested in arts. Malla can often be 
found reading on the library’s bed, which is also his 
preferred place to sit when writing analytical pieces 
about Nepal’s art practices. The air in the library is 
thick with the particular smell of  old books.

Sixty-eight-year-old Malla is an artist and has writ-
ten extensively about Nepali art and artists. He is also 
one of  the eminent art critiquers in the Nepali art 
community. His first book was ‘Tulikaghat’, published 
in 1995. He also regularly writes art columns for 
Nagarik, a Nepali national daily newspaper. “I started 
writing in 1973 when I was living in Dharan. I used to 
read art pieces written by Raghubir Sahai for an 
Indian magazine called ‘Dinman’, and I think it was 
his writings that got me into art writing,” says Malla.

“At first, I took it up as a way of  earning some 
money but eventually I became more passionate about 
it, and that’s how this collection you see here started,” 
shares Malla, beaming in front of  his collection. 

Malla’s home library is personalised and is more 
functional and practical than any library can be. He 
has files of  his own published articles and stacks of  
photocopies of  art-related books, which include a copy 
of  ‘Investigating Modern Art’ by Liz Dawtrey, Toby 
Jackson, Mary Masterton, Paul Wood, that he collect-
ed while growing up. Malla even has a catalogue of  

Siddhartha Art Gallery’s 1991 exhibition of  carpets by 
Yogendra Dangol and Kumbeshwor Technical School. 

Malla started collecting art-related books and writ-
ings to work on his craft as a writer. “Good writing is 
not just about perfecting language but also about giv-
ing readers the right information to help in their 
critical thinking and analysis,” says Malla. 

As a writer pursuing art writing, Malla felt that it 
was imperative to create an archive of  books and read-
ing materials to rely on to help make his writing 
truthful and factual. 

“Today, my collection helps me map the develop-
ment of  art and critique the Nepali art practises right-
fully,” he says. Malla, over the years, has collected over 
1,000 books about art, of  which hundreds and hun-
dreds are Nepali documentations about art. 

His repository is even considered significant in the 
Nepali art community and has drawn many visitors 
interested in understanding Nepal’s art history to his 
home.

Malla’s motivation for the collection, over the years, 
has fortified even more with the understanding that 
libraries in the country still do not have enough books 
on Nepal’s art history and literature. And even with 
his extensive collection, he remains a hungry biblio-
phile. 

“It’s sad that our libraries still don’t have a good 
collection about Nepal’s art history. A lot of  these 
libraries only curate lavish collectors’ books. It’s a 
shame that even after all these years, we don’t have a 
good art library,” says Malla. “Which is why I feel all 
the more proud of  my collection and possessive of  my 
handpicked books on art.”
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Meet bibliophiles who have been quietly building their book collections.
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W

hile e-books might have put a dent in the 
popularity of  physical copies of  books, 
they haven’t dissuaded many biblio-
philes in Nepal from continuing to rely 

on physical books. Many ardent readers have gone a 
step further by creating their own book collection, 
some even worthy of  rivalling small public libraries.  

Some private book collections have also extended to 
the public’s reach, like scholar and historian Dilli 
Raman Regmi’s private collection, which became 
Dilliraman Kalyani Regmi Memorial Library, and 

opened to the public in 1981.
“A book lover will always find a way to make a  

collection, a library of  their own, and it won’t be all 
that surprising. It’s just a natural thing for them to 
do,” says 73-year-old Indira Dali, an advocate for  
public libraries and the former chair of  the Dilli 
Raman Kalayani Regmi Memorial Library 

Development Board.
The Post recently sat down with some passionate 

bibliophiles—whose collection has been a significant 
part of  their identity—to bring forth their stories 
about their love for books and how their collection 
increased to shape as a library in their homes and 
communities.

Indira Dali: ‘It has been my dream  
to read all my life.’ 
In Indira Dali and her husband Ninu Chapagain’s 
home library in Sanepa, there are books everywhere—
on the shelves and inside boxes. With over 4,000 books, 
the room has limited space for people to move around. 

Dali, a library advocate and a children’s book writ-
er, often frequents the room to find books to help her 
with her manuscripts, essays, and reports. 

“In the past, I used to have a lot of  fiction books. But 
of  late, I have begun collecting books that help in my 
research as a writer,” says Dali. “And that is what I 
think a home library should be able to do—to help one 
in one’s pursuit of  work.” 

Dali started collecting books long before she dreamt 
of  being a librarian. When she was a girl, her father 
used to read her fairy tales like ‘Cinderella’ and 
‘Hansel and Gretel’ in Nepalbhasa, and this, she says, 
drew her into the world of  books. She vividly remem-
bers her father’s bookshelves lined with his science 
and English books. 

“It has been my life’s dream to spend all my time 
reading and become a learned person. Because of  our 
family’s weak financial state, my mother had to strug-
gle a lot to send me to school, so I never took school for 
granted and focused a lot on studying. Naturally, 
books became my companion,” shares Dali. 

In the many years that Dali has been collecting 
books, she has made it a point to find books by women 
writers and create a bibliography of  women writers in 
Nepal. “A lot of  those boxes you can see in my library 
are works by women writers. We must have that in 
documentation because works by women writers have 
not been documented as much as works by men have 

been. And because education for women started much 
later, you don’t find many books written by women,” 
says Dali. 

Once Dali starts talking about books, it becomes 
evident how much she loves books. She speaks enthu-
siastically about her book collection and is quick to 
share what she says are must-read books. 

“You must read Rabindranath Tagore, Sarat 
Chandra, Maxim Gorky, Leo Tolstoy, Nikolai 
Ostrovsky, Charles Dickens, William Shakespeare, 
Parijat, and Laxmi Prasad Devkota. They were great 
writers. I used to sleep besides their books. And I used 
to copy the words of  ‘Geetanjali’ by Tagore and 
‘Lalitya’ by Lekhnath Poudel in my register copy. 
When I was younger, I have spent innumerable days 
reading the works of  these splendid writers,” says 
Dali, her eyes lighting up.

Dali was also one of  the leading people responsible 
for getting Jamal’s Nepal National Library building’s 
construction off  the ground. Before Dali and her com-
patriot’s intervention, the project had been stalled for 
years due to the vested interest of  business people and 
the country’s apathy for learning institutions like 
libraries. She is also passionate about children’s 
libraries and has co-founded Community Child 
Development Library, a children’s library, in Sanepa. 
“If  you want to cultivate a reading culture, you must 
start with children,” she says. “It was my father who 
helped me develop a reading habit, which has benefit-
ed me immensely.” In a world where many are choos-
ing e-books over physical books, Dali is a firm believer 
in the latter’s importance. 

“The relationship you have with a physical book is 
nothing in comparison to something you have in your 
device,” she says. 

Priyansha Silwal: ‘We wanted to remember 
our Sanu with books.’
The sorry state of  government-run public libraries in 
the country has made them one of  the last places for 
people to think of  as places to find books to read. But 
things are completely different at Sanu ko Pustakalaya, 
a community library, started by Priyansha Silwal and 
her family. The library opened in October last year. 
The well-stocked library, located in Manbhawan, 
Patan, is devoid of  the musty smell that one usually 
finds in many public-funded libraries. 

This newly opened community library was started 
in the memory of  Silwal’s younger sister, who passed 
away around a year ago. The family started the library 
with their own book collection. The afternoon the Post 
visited the library, warm sunlight pouring through 
the windows bathed the room, and a handful of  read-
ers were lost in the world of  books. At the library 
entrance, a portrait sketch of  Silwal’s sister ‘Sanu’ 
welcomed readers inside their book world. 

“We are a family of  readers, and reading has been a 
significant part of  getting through life. It’s the bridge 
to knowledge. But it has also been a comforting com-
panion for us,” says Silwal, choosing her words care-
fully and softly, not wanting to disturb the other read-
ers in the room. “I remember turning to books when 
my sister passed away—most of  them were books she 
had gifted me. Reading helped everyone in our family 
deal with our grief.”

The idea of  setting up a memorial library came to 
the family as it tried to gain a sense of  balance. “Sanu 
was an avid reader, and the Sanu ko Pustakalaya is 
our attempt to remember her life by bringing a library 

where people could come and read, which Sanu loved 
to do,” says Silwal, an ENT doctor. 

Before deciding to set up the library, the family, says 
Silwal, first researched the need for a public library. 
“We came to the understanding that most state-funded 
libraries are not user-friendly. As a result, they fall 
short in giving a good environment for people to spend 
time reading. Spaces like these have become quite 
uncommon in recent times, and so we thought it’s an 
idea we could work on,” says Silwal.

The family’s book collection had about five hundred 
books, Silwal says. “Our family collection was made 
up of  my father’s economic books, my mother’s Nepali 
fiction books, and Sanu’s array of  spiritual books and 
my English fiction, and classics books,” says Silwal.

Since the family’s collection wasn’t enough to start 
a library, they started racing out to family and friends 
to contribute to the cause.

“Many of  them came forward and donated books 
and money for the library. And because we are new, we 
are still growing our collection,” says Silwal. 

At present, Sanu ko Pustakalaya has a collection of  
over 2,500 books, and includes non-fiction, fiction, and 
children’s book sections. Currently, the Silwal family 
funds the library’s upkeep, but in the long run, the 
family hopes to sustain the library with the funds 
collected from the institution’s readers’ membership 
programme. 

“This journey of  setting up and sharing this library 
with the people has been a gratifying one,” says 
Silwal. “We have also realised that the joy of  sharing 
books comes with much responsibility, and we want to 
make it a learning space that keeps evolving so people 
could make the best use of  it.” 

Pushpa Raj Bajracharya: ‘I think of books I 
own as memories of my life that I can revisit 
whenever I want to.’
Sixty-one-year-old Pushpa Raj Bajracharya loses all 
track of  time whenever he spends time in his home 
library. The room is his favourite part of  his house, 
located in Chakupat, Patan.

“I started collecting books when I was about 11. And 
I began with the electronic engineering books that my 
elder brother had left behind. He was a very talented 
person. He even used to make radios out of  matchbox-
es,” says Bajracharya, his voice soft and careful. 

“As a child, I looked up to my brother, and I admired 
his creations. I wanted to learn from him and become 
like him. But unfortunately, my brother passed away 
when he was 22, and his books became the only way to 
get to know his works better. Reading his books made 
me fall in love with reading, and I eventually started 
collecting books and now have a home library of  some 
sort,” he explains.

Bajracharya is a man of  many talents; he is a sculp-
tor, data engineer, computer technician, and also has a 
handicraft business. He says that he has never shied 
away from pursuing his interests and believes in 
always being open to learning new things in life. 

“I love reading books and immersing myself  in the 
knowledge it holds, but on the contrary, I was not very 
interested in school. I felt like schools limited us to 
only a few books, and as a young, impulsive, and deter-
mined boy, I was more into exploring books that were 
not part of  my school curriculum. At that age, I had 
already understood the ability of  books to broaden my 
knowledge,” he says.

Over the years, whatever new interests Bajracharya 

developed, he researched about them by reading 
books. Books about science led him to understand 
religion, and books of  religion led him to understand 
life, he says. 

“When I was trying to understand parapsychology, I 
wanted to understand the idea of  reincarnation, 
which eventually brought me to the world of  Buddhist 
philosophy and science,” shares Bajracharya.

Today, Bajracharya’s book collection has many 
books on electronic engineering, parapsychology, psy-
chology, and an extensive collection of  Buddhist liter-
ature. His library is also filled with books and maga-
zines he read as a child, such as ‘Science Today’ and 
‘Science Reporter’ magazines.

When he pulls out a book titled ‘Journal of  Rare 
Buddhist Texts Research’, Bajracharya eyes sparkle 
with excitement, like a child showing their favourite 
toy. Through the years, Bajracharya’s collection of  
Buddhist literature on the Newa Buddhist community 
of  Patan has also made him a go-to person for Buddhist 
reading materials. And he doesn’t mind visitors who 
want to spend time in his library. Every now and then, 
his friends drop by to borrow books from him. And 
many student researchers rely on his collection. 
“Knowledge should always be shared. Although my 
library is not public, I don’t like to say no to people 
who want to read like me,” he says.

For Bajracharya, the books in collections are price-
less. During his free time, he likes to revisit old books. 
“I think of  books I own as memories of  my life that I 
can revisit whenever I want to. They are phases of  my 
life. Books, after all, embody knowledge that we all are 
after in life,” he says. “These collections were made 
with hard work. And they are my life’s most valuable 
possessions.”
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